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Abstract
Many websites remain non-ADA compliant, containing images which lack accompanying textual descriptions. This leaves
sight-impaired individuals unable to fully enjoy the rich wonders of the web. To address this inequity, our research aims to
create an autonomous system capable of generating semantically accurate descriptions of images. This problem involves two
tasks: recognizing an image and linguistically describing it. Our solution uses state-of-the-art deep learning: employing a
convolutional neural network that “learns” to understand images and extracts their salient features, and a recurrent neural
network that learns to generate structured, coherent sentences. These two networks are merged to create a single model that
takes as input arbitrary images and outputs relevant captions. The model’s accuracy is quantified using various language
metrics, such as the Bilingual Evaluation Understudy designed to rate language translation systems. After training, we hope
to validate our approach by deploying our model on local, online social media feeds.

1. Introduction
With the rise of the Web and the expansion of social media, online images are ingrained into our daily lives. Unfortunately,
many of these images lack accompanying descriptions. This leaves the world’s sight-impaired population, including the over
1 million legally blind Americans [55], unable to fully enjoy the rich wonders the online world has to offer. In order to
address this inequity, our research aims to use deep learning techniques to create an autonomous system capable of generating
semantically accurate descriptions of untagged images, which can then be read and vocalized by assistive technology.
Deep learning [27] is a domain of computer science that is a subfield of machine learning, which is itself a subfield of
artificial intelligence. Deep learning is focused on the use of artificial neural networks, computer algorithms based loosely
off of how the brain works. These artificial neural networks are made up of layers of nodes connected by weights as seen in
Figure 1. These networks function by taking in a vectorized input, which is transformed by the weights generating the values
for the next layer. This process is repeated through the layers of the network, allowing for multiple levels of abstraction, until
the output value is generated. When the network is training, the generated output is compared to the provided ground truth
output, allowing the model to update its weights and “learn” through the use of backpropagation [45].
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Figure 1: A traditional feed forward neural network. Image from [20]

Our approach to the problem of image captioning combines two specialized deep neural network architectures: a convolutional neural network architecture is used to extract the features of the image, and a recurrent neural network architecture
is used to generate the description of the image.

2. Background
Automated image captioning is a problem that stands at the intersection of two major areas of study in deep learning,
computer vision (CV) and natural language processing (NLP). To help explain their use in CV and NLP, an overview of
convolutional neural networks is provided in section 2.1 and an overview of recurrent neural networks is given in section 2.2.

2.1. Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs or ConvNets) were first introduced in 1998 by LeCun et al. [28] with the LeNet
Architecture. This foundational CNN was later significantly improved by Krizhevsky et al. [25] with the introduction of a
new architecture dubbed AlexNET. The improvements to the CNN architecture combined with the use of GPUs (Graphics
Processing Units) allowed AlexNet to win the ImageNet [46] competition in 2012 with a significant improvement over other
models. This breakthrough ignited an explosion of interest in the field of machine learning and provided a foundational
architecture that has been continually improved upon [12, 49, 53]. Convolutional neural networks’ success in computer
vision is evident not only through the ImageNet competition, but can also be seen in real-world applications such as medical
imaging [33] and autonomous (self-driving) vehicles [62]. Figure 2 provides an overview of how CNNs accomplish such
tasks.
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Figure 2: An overview of how a basic CNN architecture works. Image from [33]

In computer vision problems convolutional neural networks work by taking in a vectorized image, where an image is
represented by its pixel values in a grid structure, as seen in Figure 3. These vectors go through layered operations that
allow convolutional neural networks to extract features and form high-level representations of images. These layers consist
of convolutional layers (described in section 2.1.1) and pooling layers (discussed in section 2.1.2).

Figure 3: Computers see images as arrays of numbers with values ranging from 0 to 255, representing each pixel’s brightness.
Image from [63]

2.1.1

Convolutional Layer

The convolution operation, depicted in Figure 4, is a linear operation responsible for feature extraction in CNNs. In the
convolution operation a small matrix of numbers, called a filter, steps through the input array. At each position of the input
the element-wise product between the elements of the filter and the input array is computed and the values are summed. This
sum is then placed in the corresponding location of the output array, called a feature map. In a convolutional layer multiple
filters are applied to form an arbitrary number of feature maps determined by the hyper-parameter for the number of filters.
The filters are the weights a CNN learns during training.
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Figure 4: An example of the convolution operation computing a feature map. Image from [37]
The convolution operation described above results in a feature map with a smaller size than the input array. In order to
prevent this and conserve the size of the array, padding can be applied to the input array. Padding, more specifically zero
padding, is the technique of adding additional rows and columns of zeros to the sides of the input array so that the resulting
feature map retains the size of the input as seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5: An example of zero padding being applied to maintain the size of the array. Image from [11]
An important aspect of the convolutional layer is the implementation of weight sharing. This ability allows the learned
filters to be applied to every position of the image. This means features only need to be learned once and can then be found
across all image positions, increasing the model’s efficiency and reducing the number of parameters required to learn and
adequately extract the features of an image.
The convolution operation is a linear operation; so, in order to allow for the representation of non-linear relationships, its
outputs are passed through a non-linear activation function such as the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU ) function [38].
2.1.2

Pooling Layer

The pooling operation is the process of down-sampling the feature map outputs of convolution layers. This down-sampling
reduces the number of total parameters of the network, while simultaneously allowing the network to learn increasingly
abstract image features. There are different types of pooling, the most commonly used is max-pooling. In the max-pooling
operation, a small filter steps through the feature map saving only the largest of the values at each location to a new array of
a smaller size. This is demonstrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Max pooling being applied across a feature map. Image from [20]
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2.2. Recurrent Neural Networks
Traditional neural networks lack the ability to recall previous information. Recurrent neural networks address this shortcoming by including feedback loops in their structure. This is visualized in Figure 7 in which A takes in the input xt and
outputs a value ht and also contains a loop to pass information to the next timestep in the network. The use of a feedback
loop in a neural network may be better visualized by unrolling the loop and thinking of it as multiple copies of the same
network. It sends messages on to the next copy as seen in Figure 8, where A contains t steps. At each step, an input x is
taken in, the value h is output, and select information is passed onto the next step.

Figure 7: A basic RNN structure. Image from [39]

Figure 8: An RNN unrolled. Image from [39]

In theory, the inclusion of loops in RNNs means that they should be capable of learning how to solve problems that rely on
long-term dependencies, but in practice RNNs struggle to learn these long-term dependencies[13, 5]. However, an advanced
RNN called the Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) architecture, seen in Figure 9, is designed to address this issue.

Figure 9: LSTM architecture. Image from [39]
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Figure 10: LSTM notation. Image from [39]
LSTMs are an advanced RNN introduced by Hochreiter et al. [14] and specifically designed to be able to learn long-term
dependencies. The biggest difference between a typical RNN and an LSTM is that, while an RNN contains a single neural
network layer, an LSTM contains four layers. The inner structure of the LSTM architecture can be seen in Figure 9 and its
notation is detailed in Figure 10. Figure 11 displays the LSTM’s inner-workings step by step similar to that given in [39].

(a) LSTM cell state.

(b) LSTM forget gate.

(c) LSTM input gate and candidate layer.

(d) LSTM cell state update.

(e) LSTM output gate.

Figure 11: Visualization of LSTM gates. Images from [39]
The top horizontal line highlighted in Figure 11a is the LSTM’s cell state. The cell state can be thought of as the memory
of the LSTM, containing previously seen information. The LSTM network layers, called gates, control what information is
sent to the cell state, determining the information that is ”remembered”. These gates are made up of a sigmoid neural net
layer and a point-wise operation. The sigmoid function outputs values 0 to 1, where in this case a 0 results in no information
passing through the gate and a 1 results in everything passing through the gate.
The forget gate layer highlighted in Figure 11b is the first step of the LSTM. The forget gate determines what information
from the previous cell state is kept and what information is discarded. The forget gate, represented as ft = σ(Wf ∗[ht−1 , xt ]+
bf ), takes in ht and xt and outputs a vector of values between 0 and 1. If the output is 0 then the entire previous state is
“forgotten”, if the output is 1 then the entire previous state is “remembered”.
The next step is the input gate and tanh layer, highlighted in Figure 11c. This step determines what new information is
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going to be stored in the cell state. This is a two-part process. First, the input gate, represented by it = σ(Wi ∗ [ht−1 , xt ] + bi )
determines which values will be updated. This is accomplished by passing the ht−1 and xt vectors through the sigmoid layer.
Next, the tanh layer, represented by C̃t = tanh(WC ∗ [ht−1 , xt ] + bC ), computes a potential new cell state.
The next step, highlighted in Figure 11d, uses the outputs of the previous two steps to update the old cell state Ct−1 to the
new cell state Ct . This is a three part process represented by Ct = ft ∗ Ct−1 + it ∗ C̃t . First, the previous cell state Ct−1 is
multiplied by the forget vector ft , allowing the old cell state to forget the information selected by the forget gate. Next, the
vector containing the values chosen to be updated by the input gate it and the vector containing the potential new cell state
Ct are multiplied together to provide the new cell values. These values are then added to the previous cell state creating the
new cell state which will be passed to the next cell.
Finally, the output must be determined; this is the two-part process highlighted in Figure 11e. First the output gate,
represented by ot = σ(Wo ∗ [ht−1 , xt ] + bo ), determines what information from the inputs ht−1 and xt is relevant to the
output. The next step, represented by ht = ot ∗ tanh(Ct ), multiplies the vector ot and a filtered version of the cell state,
normalized between −1 and 1 by the tanh function. This final vector ht is then output.

3. Foundations of Image Captioning
Image captioning is a long-standing problem in the field of artificial intelligence and computer vision. Early approaches to
image captioning usually employed either template-based methods [65, 29, 36, 54] or retrieval-based methods [10, 15, 40, 51].
Both template-based methods and retrieval-based methods utilize hard-coded rules and hand-engineered features, putting
obvious limitations on the captions generated. More recently, researchers have made substantial progress by applying deep
learning to image captioning. What follows is an overview; a deeper look into the various approaches and recent advances in
image captioning can be found in [6, 26, 3, 17, 50].

Figure 12: Types of image captioning in deep learning.
When approaching image captioning with deep learning there are numerous choices and decisions that must be considered.
The most prominent decisions required in deep learning approaches can be grouped into the six categories seen in Figure 12.

3.1. Feature Mapping
Deep learning approaches can use either visual space or multimodal space in order to generate image captions. Both
approaches train on datasets containing images with corresponding captions. In the visual space approaches the features of
the image are extracted and sent to the language encoder independent of the caption. However, in a multimodal approach,
a multimodal space is learned from the image and caption and then this multimodal space is sent to the language-encoder.
Although there are examples of multimodal approaches [22, 21, 23, 35], deep learning using a visual space approach is the
most common method, and is discussed further in the remainder of this section.

3.2. Learning Type
The majority of deep learning approaches to image captioning use supervised learning, training on images with paired
captions, but there have been a few instances where researchers have used other learning types: unsupervised learning
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(learning from unlabeled data) [48, 8], and reinforcement learning (learning based on actions and rewards) [24, 42, 43].

3.3. Architecture
The two main architectures used in image captioning are the encoder-decoder architecture as used in automated translation
[52], and the compositional architecture.
In a typical encoder-decoder approach, a CNN is used to extract the different features of the image. These features are
then passed to the language model, which uses the image features to generate words that are combined to make a caption.
In a typical compositional approach, a CNN is used to extract image features, these features are then passed to the language
model which generates multiple potential captions. These captions are then ranked using a deep multimodal similarity model,
and the highest quality caption is chosen. Examples of the encoder-decoder architecture can be found in [59, 60, 34], and
examples of the compositional architecture are presented in [9, 57, 58].

3.4. Number of Captions
In image captioning, another decision to make is whether to generate captions for the whole image or generate separate
captions for regions of the image [18, 64]. Generating captions for the whole image is more popular, due at least in part to
the fact that most datasets only contain captions for the whole image.

3.5. Others
In addition to the above approaches, there are also a number of methods that do not quite fit into the above groupings.
These include attention-based, semantic concept-based, novel object-based methods, and stylized captions.

3.6. Language Models
Methods can also be differentiated based on the language model they use. LSTMs are currently the most popular language
model used in image captioning, but recently there have been a few approaches that use language-CNNs instead of an RNN
or LSTM [61, 2].

3.7. Datasets
There have been a number of different datasets published that present image caption pairs for the purposes of investigating
and solving the problem of image captioning. The most prominent datasets are Flickr8k [16], containing a total of 8,000
images, Flickr30k [66], containing 30,000 images, and MSCOCO [32], containing more than 300,000 images. Each of these
datasets contains images with five unique captions per image. This research project used Google’s conceptual captions dataset
[47] containing 3.3 million images, each with only one unique caption.

4. Preparing the Data
Google’s dataset provides the ground truth captions and links to the images online. Using this dataset first required
downloading the numerous images. However, since these images are scraped from the web, some of the links were no
longer valid and some of the images were corrupted. This resulted in a smaller dataset than originally posted, as well as the
requirement for extensive data processing as the broken links had to be ignored and the corrupted images deleted. It also
required the deletion of the captions related to these “bad” images. Overall, this process reduced the training set to about
87% of the original data (from 3,318,333 to 2,902,667 image-caption pairs), and the validation set to approximately 85% of
the original data (from 15,840 to 13,501 image-caption pairs). However, initial experiments in this project used only 150,000
of the remaining training images while still validating on all 13,501 data points in the validation set. This decision was made
to balance the benefits of a large dataset with the long training times that are not conducive to experimentation.
Preparing the images and captions for training involved extracting the image features and cleaning the captions. The image
feature extraction component utilized VGG-16. In order to reduce training time, the images were processed through VGG-16
independently from the rest of the model, saving the image features to a file and using them as an input later in the workflow
pipeline. The captions were cleaned by removing any punctuation prior to training . Additionally, a tokenizer was created
for the captions. A tokenizer maps each unique word to an integer. This allows text to be converted to numbers and used as
an input to the model as well as generated words for the model’s output.
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Figure 13: An overview of the data generator.
Training of the model involved implementation of a data generator, which allowed for training using large amounts of data
without overloading the memory of the machine. The data generator method supports this by only preparing the necessary
data for one batch at a time. This process, seen in Figure 13, involved loading in the saved image feature and creating the
tokenized caption input and output sequences. The data generator prepares this data for each image-caption pair in each batch
and then sends it to the model, and the process is repeated for each batch.

5. Approach
5.1. Model
The approach taken in this research involves a merge model, implemented as an encoder-decoder architecture. The model
uses the encoded image features, extracted by a CNN, as an input as well as the encoded previously generated sequence
which is passed through an LSTM. The output of the image features and LSTM are combined and input to a feed-forward
neural network, which uses them to predict the next word in the sequence. Each layer in the network has weights that are
“learned” throughout the training process.

Figure 14: Network architecture of the model.
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The specific model architecture is illustrated in Figure 14. The image features extracted by VGG-16 are used as one of the
inputs and the tokenized form sequence of the previous words in the caption comprise the other input.
The tokenized word sequence is taken into the model as input 1 and then passed to an embedding layer. The embedding
layer takes the tokenized sequence and outputs a vector representation of the sequence of words. This output is passed to the
first LSTM layer, whose output is then passed onto the next LSTM. These LSTM layers produce a vector representation of
the next word probabilities based on the prior words in the caption.
The image features previously extracted by VGG-16 are taken in as the second input of the model. This vector of image
features is passed to a dense layer which reduces the dimensionality of the features and outputs a higher-level representation
of the image features.
These two outputs, the next word probabilities and the higher-level image features, are combined and passed to a dense
layer, which outputs a vector representation of the relationship between image features and potential next words. This output
is passed to the final dense layer which outputs the predicted next word in the sequence.

5.2. Evaluation Metrics
5.2.1

BLEU

BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy) [41] is an automated metric used to measure the quality of generated text. It does
have some limitations: BLEU is only a good evaluation metric for short text [7] and there are some cases where a better
BLEU score does not necessarily correspond to higher quality text [31].
1-gram
2-gram
3-gram
4-gram

’I’, ’love’, ’to’, ’code’
’I love’, ’love to’, ’to code’
’I love to’, ’love to code’
’I love to code’
Table 1: n-grams

The BLEU metric uses n-grams, ordered sets of words (see Table 1), to evaluate generated or candidate text through a
modified version of the precision measure. The standard precision measure is computed by adding up the number of words
or unigrams in the candidate text that also appear in the reference text. That count is then divided by the number of unigrams
in the candidate text, providing a ratio of words in reference to total words. The basic precision measure runs into a problem
when the candidate text has an overabundance of reference unigrams, which causes high precision scores but poor quality text.
However, this problem can be combated by considering a reference word to be exhausted after the first matching candidate
word is found, a technique called clipping the count. Therefore BLEU uses a modified version of the precision measure:
modified n-gram precision.
Modified n-gram precision is computed similarly for each n. For each value of n the n-grams in the candidate text are
counted and the maximum n-grams in the reference are counted. The candidate counts are then clipped by the maximum reference counts, summed, and divided by the total number of n-grams in the generated text. This is represented by Equation 1.
P
P
C∈{Candidates}
n–gram∈C Countclip (n–gram)
P
(1)
pn = P
0
C 0 ∈{Candidates}
n–gram0 ∈C 0 Count(n–gram )
In addition to the modified precision formula, the BLEU metric uses a brevity penalty which penalizes generated sentences
for being shorter than the reference sentence. The brevity penalty does not affect sentences longer than the reference sentence
as they are already penalized by the modified precision. This brevity penalty is computed according to Equation 2, where c
represents the candidate text length and r represents the reference length.

1
if c > r
BP = (1−r/c)
(2)
e
if c ≤ r
The overall formula for BLEU is given in Equation 3, where N represents the maximum n-gram size used and the positive
weights wn sum to one.
N
X
BLEU = BP · exp(
wn log pn )
(3)
n=1
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5.2.2

ROUGE

ROUGE (Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation) [30] is another set of metrics that can be used to evaluate the
quality of generated text. The ROUGE metrics compare word sequences, word pairs, and n-grams in the generated text to
those in the reference text set. The different variations of ROUGE are used for different types of translation and generation
tasks.

5.2.3

METEOR

METEOR (Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit Ordering) [4] is a metric used to evaluate machine-translated
text. METEOR is based on explicit word-to-word matches between the generated text and the reference text. Sentence stems
and word synonyms are also considered by the METEOR metric to make it more versatile.

5.2.4

CIDEr

CIDEr (Consensus-based Image Description Evaluation) [56] is an automated metric designed specifically to be accurate at
evaluating generated descriptions of images. CIDEr uses term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) [44] in order
to determine the human consensus of the generated text.

5.2.5

SPICE

SPICE (Semantic Propositional Image Caption Evaluation) [1] is another metric designed specifically to tackle the evaluation
of generated image descriptions. SPICE is based on Scene Graph [19], a graph-based semantic representation. This method
allows SPICE to extract information about objects, their attributes, and their relationships from the image descriptions and
use this to more accurately evaluate the generated image description.

6. Results
6.1. Training Examples
One way to get a feel for a model’s performance and whether or not it is learning is to examine a few example training
images, observing how their captions evolved during the training process. The training process can be divided into runs,
known as epochs, through the entire training set. Table 2 shows four different training images and their corresponding
captions at different points throughout training. By investigating these examples we can see that, although the captions are
not amazing, the quality seems to peak at epoch 30. In the examples we can see the captions improving as the model trains.
This implies that our model is starting to learn how to accurately produce captions.
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Epoch
10

a man walks along a mountain towards the moon

20

a city is a peninsula

30

sunset over the ocean at the beach

10

a young girl in a hat and hat is standing in the park

20

a man with a bouquet of flowers in the park

30

a young woman with a bouquet of flowers

10

a man walks past a window of his car

20

the car was erected in front

30

a man walks to work on a petrol station

10

illustration of a girl with a hula hoop

20

illustration of a cute little boy holding a tray with joy

30

vector illustration of a cute girl smiling

Table 2: Generated captions for a representative selection of training images at various points during the training process.

6.2. Evaluation Metrics on Training data

Looking at example caption predictions is a good way to subjectively evaluate a model’s performance, but it is not scalable
when processing large amounts of data. That task requires the evaluation metrics introduced earlier. These evaluation metrics
are crucial for being able to test a machine learning model as it would take too much time for a human to manually rate
thousands of caption predictions. Automated evaluation metrics allow for rapid and consistent scoring that can help guide
research decisions while saving time and resources.
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Epochs
BLEU-1
BLEU-2
BLEU-3
BLEU-4
ROUGE-L
CIDEr
METEOR
SPICE

10
0.130252
0.068238
0.042996
0.030984
0.162101
0.287927
0.047937
0.042989

20
0.137693
0.071931
0.045231
0.032895
0.157243
0.297938
0.048986
0.041677

30
0.147615
0.079133
0.050497
0.035945
0.163966
0.343242
0.053577
0.045929

40
0.143247
0.074483
0.047386
0.034264
0.158511
0.327422
0.050539
0.044928

Table 3: Evaluation metrics scores on 1000 training images at different points during training.

The scores given in Table 3 are the results of the various evaluation metrics computed over time, i.e. after the model
has progressed through an increasing number of training epochs. The scores support the subjective observations: there
is a general upwards trend for each score, peaking at epoch 30. This is helpful as it provides quantifiable evidence of
improvement. However, the degradation in scores after epoch 30 indicates there is still work to do in improving the model.

6.3. Learning vs. Generalization
When approaching a problem using machine learning there are typically two main goals for a model. The first is for the
model to be able to learn and solve the problem. The second is for the solution the model arrives at to be generalizable.
Learning only focuses on how well the model is able to predict the right outputs on data it has seen before and is evaluated
using the training dataset. Generalization is concerned with the model’s ability to make correct predictions on new data and
is typically evaluated using a validation or test dataset.

(b) Model’s accuracy during the training period

(a) Model’s loss during the training period

Figure 15: Graphs of model’s performance on training and validation sets during the training process.

Two measurements for quantifying a model’s progress (improvement occurring during training) are accuracy and loss.
The accuracy of a model refers to how often the model predicts the right output for a given input. The loss of a model is
similar but differs in an important way. The loss function does not look at how often the model is correct, but instead looks
at the ”confidence” the model has in its prediction.
Loss and accuracy were measured throughout training and are visualized in Figure 15. It is important to note that in image
captioning accuracy is not always the best indicator of how well a model is performing due to the complexity of language.
This is the reason for using the automated evaluation metrics, which are capable of taking into account more information.
As seen in Figure 15 and supported by the earlier observations and scores the current model is capable of learning. Yet, it
is also apparent that it struggles to generalize.
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7. Conclusion and Future Work
The current model is able to generate captions of some quality after training on a subset of Google’s conceptual captions
dataset. Work remains in improving both the model’s ability to learn and to generalize, requiring further experimentation with
various design choices and a closer examination of the data. Due to the large size of the dataset, these further experiments
will likely require significant amounts of time.
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